The mission of Steam Onward is to increase the number of minority and under-served youth pursuing higher education in STEM related fields such as science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. We achieve this goal by developing youth and community leadership skills, career readiness, and civic participation.

**YOUTH ANTI-VAPING**
To counter the rapid increase of youth use of e-cigarettes the youth in Steam Onward create counter marketing materials such as PSA videos.

**YOUTH GARDEN PROJECTS**
Our garden projects serve as laboratories enabling youth to engage in hands-on interactive STEM activities.

**HEALTH INTERNSHIPS**
Youth in Steam Onward’s Health Careers Program explore medical and health careers through job shadowing and internships.

The More Than Farming video series will feature:
- the diversity of careers in agriculture and natural resources,
- the diversity of technology utilized in agriculture and natural resources, and
- the diversity of people engaged in agriculture and natural resources.

The Ujamaa Cooperative Farming Alliance (UCFA) is a collective of emergent and seasoned growers cultivating culturally relevant heirloom seeds.